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1. -----allow blocks of code to be executed by the server.

     	--->> Functions

     	      Labels

     	      Relations

     	      Transactions

2. Most triggers are only activated by either INSERT or ------ statements

     	      Upgrade

     	--->> Update

     	      Upload

     	      Remove

3. POSTGRESQL is ------  software

     	      Company-based

     	      Commercial

     	      Closed source

     	--->> Open source

4. Which of the following is NOT a way of measuring software?

     	      Performance

     	      Reliability

     	--->> Duration

     	      Price

5. ---- is the construction of models based on information about genes which is a basic 
units of heredity and populations.

     	      Molecular generics
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     	--->> Genetics

     	      Genome

     	      Ribonucleic acid

6. The study of genetics can be divided into three branches: molecular genetics, 
population genetics and -------

     	      Quantitative

     	--->> Mendelian genetics

     	      Phylogenetics

     	      Developmental genetics

7. The total genetic information that can be obtained about an entity is called what?

     	      Gene

     	      Genetics

     	--->> Genome

     	      Generic

8. In data replication, ---- is when a copy of a relation is stored in every site in the 
system

     	--->> Full replication

     	      Complete replication

     	      Total replication

     	      half replication

9. ----- is a catalog human genome mapping data that assocciates a piece of 
information with a particular location location on the human genome

     	      GBD

     	      BDG

     	      DBG

     	--->> GDB
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10. Raster image processing can be divided into two categories: map algebra and ------

     	--->> Digital image analysis

     	      Analog image analysis

     	      Map function

     	      Abstraction
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